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ABSTRACT 
We survey a nonsingularity criterion due to Gudkov. Firstly, adopting Beauwens’s 
concept of semistrict diagonal dominante, we modify the criterion in order to cover a 
class of matrices larger than the class covered originally. Secondly, we exploit 
Gudkov’s theorem for bounding an isolated eigenvalue and investigating the structure 
of the corresponding eigenvector. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an n-by-n complex matrix A = (aij) with al1 nonzero diagonal 
entries, let 
pi(A) = 2 Iaijl, l<i<n, 
j=l 
j#i 
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and define 
i-1 
11( A) = 0, 
q A) 
ii( A) = C Ia,jIq. 2 G i G n, 
j=l 
Ri( A) = ii( A) + 2 laijl, 1 fi<n-1, R”( A) = l”( A) 
j=i+l 
(here lb1 stands for the modulus of a complex number b). It is wel1 known 
that each of the following conditions is sufficient for A to be nonsingular: 
(i) Ja,,1 > P,(A) (i = 1,. . . , n) [7, p. 1461. 
(ii) la,,1 > P,(A) (i = 1,. . . , n), X~=llajil > Cr=,P,(A), and A is irre- 
ducible [ 151. 
(iii) luii( > P,(A) (i = 1,. . . , n>, the set J(A) = {j E 11,. . . , nI : lajjl > 
pj( A)} z 0, and for each i G J< A) there is a sequence of nonzero entries of 
A of the form uijl, uilis,. . . , u,,_,~, with i, E J(A) [14]. 
(iv) luiil lujjl > P,(A)P,(A) (i,j = 1,. . ., n; i #j> [lO, p. 1491. 
(v) la,,1 > min{maxj+,(lajiI], P,(A)] (i = 1,. . . , n>, and Iai,I + IajjI > 
Pi(A) + P,(A) Vj E 11,. . . , n) 1 {ij [lil. 
(vi) Ja,,1 > P,(A) and luiil > Cj~:luijl (i = 1,. . . , n) 121. 
Observe that each of conditions (iii>-(vi) improves on condition (i), which 
is known in the literature as the Lévy-Desplanques theorem. The above list 
can be completed by the following not often quoted result of Gudkov: 
(vii) luiil > R1(A) (i = 1,. . . , n) 161. 
It is easy to observe that (vii) improves on (i) as well. 
REMARK 1. It should be noted that, as mentioned in [l], the result of 
Gudkov is implied by results of Ostrowski [9], who credits Nekrasov [B] with 
the discovery of condition (vii). 
DEFINITION [l]. A square complex matrix is called a Nekrasov matrix if 
it satisfies condition (Mi). 
REMARK 2. In [14] it has been shown that if A satisfies any of conditions 
(i)-(iv) and (vi), then it is, up to a simultaneous permutation of rows and 
columns, a Nekrasov matrix. 
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REMARK 3. If A is separated into matrices D, L, U such that A = D - 
L - U, where D, -L, and -U are the diagonal and lower and upper 
triangular parts of A, respectively, then it is shown in [I2] that (vii) is 
equivalent to the condition 
(101 - ILl)-‘luie < e, 
where IA1 = (laijl) and e = (1,. . . , l)T. 
Comparing (i) and (vii), it is natura1 to ask if conditions obtained by 
replacing Pi( A) with Ri( A) in (i+-(v) and the condition 
(vin) 1~ > Bi(A) and laiil > li(A), 1 < i < n, 
are stil1 sufficient for A to be nonsingular (the same question, for a different 
collection of nonsingularity criteria, has been stated in [l]). A negative answer 
conceming the modified conditions (ii)-(v) is provided by the matrix 
A= 2 ’ 
[ 1 4 2’ 
The question whether condition (viii) suffìces for A to be nonsingular wil1 
be answered in the next section. 
We shall close this section by recalling the classica1 results of Gerschgorin 
which wil1 be used in the sequel. 
THEOREM [51. Let B = (bij) be an n-by-n complex matrix. Then: 
(a) The union of the Gerschgorin discs Gi( B) = {z E C : 1 z - blil < 
Pi(B)}, i = 1,. . . , n, contains al1 the eigenvalues of B. 
(b) An isolated i th disc Gj( B), i.e., a disc which satisfies 
lbii - bjjl - P,(B) - pj( B) > 0 for al1 j # i, (1) 
contains exactly one eigenvalue of B. 
2. MODIFICATION OF GUDKOV’S CRITERION 
The following theorem provides a positive answer to the question stated 
in Section 1. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A satisfy, fiw i = 1, . . . , B, 
and 
laiil > ‘i(A). 
Then it is, up to a simultaneous permutation of rows and columns, a 
Nekrasov matrix and hence nonsingular. 
Proof. By the assumptions it follows that lunnl > R,(A). Moreover, 
taking into account the (n - l)th row of A, we get that either 
1~,-1,,-11 = R,-,(A) ad lq-l~.-ll > l,-,(A), (2) 
which implies the positivity of Ia, _ 1, n 1, or 
l%-l,.-11 > R,-,(A). (3) 
Since in the case when (3) holds A does not require any modification, we wil1 
concentrate on the former case. So suppose that (2) holds. Then by the 
permutation matrix P = [el,. . . , en_s, e,, e, _ r], where ei denotes the ith 
n-dimensional unit coordinate column vector, we transform A into the matrix 
Á = PAPT = (úij>. Observing that, for i = 1,. . . , n - 2, 
aii = ai, and Ei(Á) =&(A) (4) 
and that 
n-2 
Rj(A) 
Rn-l(Á) = C l"njlin,i + l"n.n-ll 
j=l 
n-2 
= jFI laJj-$ + la,, ,,-ll ,;y l( A’, 
n l,n 1 
= Z,(A) < b,,nl = ILl.n-ll> (5) 
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we consider the nth row of A. Then, utilizing (4) and the form of the entries 
of A, we get 
Rn- l( 4 
R,( Á> = z,-l(A) + I”n-l.nIlá _ _ l 
n I,n 1 
which, in view of (5) and (2) becomes 
R,(Á) < lun_l,n-ll = I&J. 
The assertion follows by repeating the above reasoning. W 
REMARK 4. It is easy to verify that if A satisfìes (vi) then it also satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 1. On the other hand, the nonsingularity of the 
matrix 
[ 
4 1 2 
A= 4 4 1 2 2 4  
can be established by Theorem 1 and cannot be estabhshed by either the 
Beauwens or the Gudkov criterion [(vi), (vii)]. So Theorem 1 generalizes both 
mentioned results. 
REMARK 5. It is easy to verify that the matrix 
3 2 1 
A= [ 2 3 2 2 2 7 1 
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does not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. However, submitting A to 
simultaneous permutations of rows and columns, we get the matrix 
[ 
7 2 2 
A= 1 3 2 2 2 3 1 
satisfying condition (viii). This example suggests a modification of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1’. For a permutation matrix P, let PAPT satisfy the assump- 
tions of Theorem 1. Then A is nonsingular. 
Observe that, following Remark 2 and Theorem 1, the nonsingularity test 
offered by Theorem 1’ covers a quite large class of complex matrices. A 
further modification of the test, leading to dealing with a larger class of 
matrices than that covered by Theorem l’, can be concluded by examining 
the special case that A is a 2-by-2 complex matrix (with nonzero a,, and 
azz). Theorem 1 states that if 
la,,1 > R,(A) = la,,1 
14 
and la,,1 > Z,(A) = la211m. 
then A is nonsingular. However, the latter inequality implies the positivity of 
Idet Al, and therefore the inequality la,,l 2 R,( A) need not be satisfied. The 
reason is that, for A with al1 nonzero diagonal entries, always (even in the 
case of A of order greater than 2) one can choose a positive diagonal matrix 
D = diag(p,l,..., 1) such that D-‘AD satisfies 
la,,\ > R,( D-‘AD) = bR’( A) 
and, as mentioned in [l], both 
Ri( D-‘AD) = Ri( A) (i = 2,...,n) 
and 
ii( D-‘AD) = ii( A) (i = 2,...,n) 
hold. So the nonsingularity test offered by Theorem 1’ can be modifìed as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 1". For a permutation matrix P, let the jkst diagonal enty of 
PAPT = (ûij) be nonzero, and let, for i = 2,. . . , n, both 
Iûiil > Ri( PAPT) 
and 
Iûiil > Zi( PAPT) 
hold. Then A is nonsingular. 
REMARK 6. It is easy to observe that if A satisfìes (v), then it also 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1”. Moreover, based on the contents of 
this section, one can show that if A satisfìes the assumptions of Theorem l”, 
then its determinant admits bounds similar to those given in [l] (see also 
1141). 
REMARK 7. We remark in closing this section that, proceeding as in [4] 
and adopting the notation introduced there, one can partition A into Ns, 
N < n, blocks as shown below: 
where the diagonal blocks Aii are square of order n,, 1 Q i < N, and can 
formulate the nonsingularity conditions offered by Theorems 1, 1', and 1" in 
terms of the N-by-N real matrix M(A) = (mij( Aij)) defined by 
mij( Aij) = < 
\ 
II AijxIIn, 
XEiyL Mln, 
if i Zj, 
IIAiixIIn, 
xeIr;fxtO Ilxlln, 
otherwise, 
where 11. ]jn, is a suitably chosen vector norm on the n,-dimensional vector 
space ai (recall that Aij is viewed as a linear transformation from fij to ai>. 
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3. A CONDITION FOR A MATRIX TO BE POSITIVE STABLE 
THEOREM 2. Let a complex matrix B = (bi.), 1 I i,j I n, with al1 
posìtìve dìagonal entries satìsfy the assumptions o f Theorem 1”. Then al1 the 
eigenvalues of B have positive real park. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that B satisfies the hy- 
potheses of Theroem 1” with P = Z, where Z is the n-by-n identity matrix. 
Suppose the contrary. So let a complex number CY with Re (Y < 0 be an 
eigenvalue of B. Then for the matrix B - al we have 
lb,, - al > lb,,1 > o (6) 
and 
Ibii - cz > Ibiil (i = 2,...,n). (7) 
Proceeding by induction on i, we show that 
Ri( B - (YZ) < Ri( B) (i = 2,...,n). (8) 
Let i = 2. Then, by the definition of Ri(B), we have 
R,( B - (YZ) = R,(B) (9) 
and 
Rg( B - UZ) = lb,,1 
R,( B - ai) 
lb _ al + Ik lb,jl. 
11 j=3 
So, in virtue of (6) and (9), from (10) we get 
R,(B) 
R,( B - a~) < Ib,,lb + I!Y Ib,jl = Rz( B). 
11 j=3 
Suppose now that i > 2 and that 
(10) 
Rj( B - cxZ) < Rj( B) (j = l,...,i). (11) 
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Then, utilizing (6) (71, and (ll), reasoning similar to that used for the case 
i = 2 yields 
Ri+r( B - oZ) á Ri+r( R). 
so (8) follows. 
Taking into account the assumptions and (6)-(g), it is easy to observe that 
the matrix B - <yZ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem l”, and therefore it is 
nonsingular. Thus, if a complex number (Y is an eigenvalue of B, then 
Re (Y > 0. W 
COROLLARY 1. Let a real matrix C from the class &n) of al1 real n-by-n 
matrices with positive diagonal entries and nonpositive of-diagonal ones 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1”. Then C is a nonsingular M-matrix, 
i.e.,~C-’ is a nonnegative matrix. 
Proqf. The assertion follows 
[31. 
Now the following corollary is obvious. 
by Theorem 2 and by Theorem 2.3 from 
??
an 
COROLLARY’~. Let A satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1”. Then A is 
H-matrix, i.e., the matrix .4(A) = ((J(A))ii) okfined by 
(J( A))ij = 
laijl if i =j, 
-laijl if i #j 
is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
4. GUDKOV-TYPE ARGUMENTS FOR BOUNDING ISOLATED 
EIGENVALUES 
Our goal in this section is to obtain bounds for certain eigenvalues of an 
n-by-n complex matrix B = (bij). So we may assume without loss of general- 
ity that, throughout the remainder of this paper, B is irreducible, i.e., there 
exists no n-by-n permutation matrix Q such that 
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where E and G are square nonvoid submatrices and 0 is a rectangular nul1 
matrix. If additionally B admits an ith (1 < i < n> isolated Gerschgorin disc 
Gi(B), then, as shown by Gudkov in [6], its radius can be reduced to the 
value 
C lbijl P,(B) 
j#i Ibii - bjjl - Pi(B) . 
This suggests the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let an n-by-n complex matrix B = (bij) have an i th (1 d i < n) 
isolated Gerschgorin disc Gj( B). Then the sequence 
{pfc”‘c*)};_,, 
defined by 
Pj”‘( B) = P,(B), 
P/“‘(B) = c Ibijl 
P,(B) 
(bii - bjjl - Pi’k-l)( B) ’ 
k = 1,2,..., 
j#i 
is strictly decreasing, and for any k = 0,1,2,. . . the vector xCk) = 
(XCk) 1 >***> x(~))~ with coordinates IJ 
if j=i, 
#’ = 
.l 
i 
Pjw 
Ib.. - b..l - PJk’( B) 
otherwise 
II JJ ’ 
is such that [diag(xCk))]-’ B diag(x ck)) has an i th isolated Gerschgorin disc. 
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Proof. Since B is irreducible and Gi( B) satisfies (l), the first part of the 
assertion fellows by induction on k. Following Lemma 1 from [16] in order to 
prove the second part we only have to show that 
- c lb 4 qw ” Ibii - bjjl - pi’k’( B) > Ibsi’ for al1 s # i . j+i,s 
Taking into account (1) and the monotonicity of { Pjk’( Bl};= ,,, we get 
lbii - bijl - Pjk’( B) > pi< B) for al1 j # i. (12) 
Using again the monotonicity of {P/k)(B>}~=o, we have for al1 s # i 
[lbii - baal - ~i'~+l)(~)l lb,, _ bp”(Bp,(k)(g) 
,l ss I 
- c lb 4 q(B) 
j#i,s SI Ibii - bjjl - Pi’k’( B) 
= [ Ibii - b,,l - Pi’k’( B) + Pjk’( B) 
-#+l)( B)] P,(B) - C lb 4 pi(B) I Ibii - b,,l - P/k’( B) j+i,s ” ‘bii - bjjl - P/k’( B) 
> ‘s( ‘) - 
pi(B) 
c ‘b,l(b,, _ b, 1 _ P!k’( B) ’ j#i,s tt Jj 1 
which, by (13, becomes 
[lbii - b,,l - PJk+l)( B)] P,(B) L ‘bii - b,,’ - Pj”‘( B) 
- C lb,1 
j#i,s lbii - bjjl - P/k’( B) ’ ‘bsi’o 
qw 
So the second part of the assertion follows. ??
~poy~aru s~&h~ Aq papFo.rd spunoq SE po02 SB JSOLLI JE s! punoq mo JEZ~J 
ap”13U03 3M ‘SUO!~NLLlOjSUE?J~ &U?~!UI~S ~“UO%?Tp IlE JapUIl XIJ paJl?IOS! UI? “03 
snrpw alq!ssod ~sal@tus ay~ puy spoy~aur pauo~uaur ay~ wq~ %hn~~ay~ *[gI] 
u10.13 spoy~aur Xq pau?Jqo spunoq ay* 01 c ura.~oaq~_ Xq pala punoq mo 30 
uo~e1a.1 aq~ Jnoqv yst? 04 a.mwu s! 2~ ‘aldumxa aq~ %u~o~-[oJ ‘8 >IWMI~ 
Ja2 aiM ‘[gI] “0~3 z pue 1 swa.IoaqL %!sn ‘IaAaMoH 
SpIad c waroaqJ qveq$ XjpaA 02 Xsea s! *! ‘(v)Is u! pauyJuo3 
anpma%!a ay4 y Xq %u!2ouaa .pavzIos! SF (1 22 (1 - z) : 3 3 2) = (v )Ifg 
mp uuo2ycmaf) 4s~~ ay$ JS~J amasqo puv ‘[g1] u! aldumxa ue SB pasn 
9 f ; ‘ Z/? P z/z = v [ 1 z/z Z/? 1 
‘ W(&Z 3 1?!q - 21:3 3 2) = (g)?- t 
*anImuaSia paplos! ue 103 punoq s‘Aoypn3 30 Juaw 
-aAoJdtu! %u~o~~o3 ay aA?ap 03 alqf? am aM euma~ aq$ 30 dIay aq4 y~i~ 
3mzs ZSVNOL zcz 
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However, it is easy to compute our bound, and therefore, in some cases, it 
can be useful. Let US also notice that, as the lemma states, Gudkov-type 
arguments not only give the bound, but supply vectors which can be used as 
the starting vectors (see also in [lO]> for the iterative procedures appearing in 
Theorems 1 and 2 in [16] as well. 
We shall close this paper by a result conceming the structure of an 
eigenvector corresponding to an isolated eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 4. 
(1 
Let an n-by-n complex matrix B = (bij) have an i th 
Q i < n) isolated Gerschgorin disc Gi( B). Furthermore, let h be the 
eigenvalue of B associated with Gi( B), and let z = (z,, . . . , z,jT be an 
eigenvector corr-esponding to h. Then, for any k = 0,1,2, ._. . > 
forall 
where y,(B) = min{l, ]Pi(B)I-‘m+~{Ibjil]]. 
In particular, 
j # i, 
ii 
lzjl forall j f i. 
Proof. First we recall Theorem 1 from [ll], which, adapted to our 
setting, states that for the coordinates of z we have 
yi( B)lq/ > 1,i for al1 j # i. (13) 
By our lemma and the assum tions we get that for any k = 0, 1,2, . . . the ith 
Gerschgorin disc Gi([dia@ P ))]-‘B diag(xCk’)) is isolated and that 
( [diag(xck’)] -’ B diag(x@‘))y = Ay, 
where y Ck) = ( yik’, . . . > ynk’jT = [diag(dk))]-lz. 
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So, for a fmed k, in virtue of Theorem 1 from [ll] it follows that 
Iy:k’l > lyp for al1 j # i, 
which in turn, by the definition of xCk) and slight manipulations, becomes 
Izil > min 
l<Sá?l 
s+i i 
Ibii - b,,l - P/“‘(B) 
P,(B) 1 
Izjl for all j#i. (14) 
The assertion follows by combining (13) with (14). ??
REMARK 9. Theorem 4 provides a more complete characterization of the 
structure of z than the characterization provided by Theorem 1 from [ll], 
which was mentioned in the last proof. 
The author is gratejììl for helpful discussions with Professors L. Elsner 
and M. Neumunn. The author also thanks the referees for several valuable 
suggestions. 
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